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Introduction
Austerity‐driven reforms of armed forces and de‐
fence budgets are currently under way in many EU
Member States. The Council conclusions of De‐
cember 9, 2010, are full of good intentions to foster
enhanced cooperation among Member States.
Four elements were meant to turning the vision of
“the Hour of Europe”, proclaimed by then German
Defence Minister zu Guttenberg, into reality: ﬁrst,
the so‐called Gent process, launched by Sweden
and Germany in September 2010 and geared to‐
wards a systematic analysis of options for pooling
and sharing national capabilities in the interest of
common security and defence; second, the Franco‐
British cooperation agreement of November 2010,
which includes practical examples of enhancing in‐
teroperability, logistical pooling and sharing arran‐
gements for air refuelling capacities; third, the
increased responsibility of the European Defence
Agency for the identiﬁcation and coordination of
concrete steps towards more eﬃcient cooperation;
ﬁnally, the Lisbon‐treaty instrument of Permanent
Structured Cooperation that is considered to be‐
come, step by step, the predominant tool of pro‐
moting the strengths of European capacities whilst
preserving the freedom of Member States to
choose their own way and pace of integration into
the collective endeavour of CSDP. As recent initia‐
tives on defence reform are mainly driven by aus‐
terity in national budgets, they primarily focus on
preserving or abolishing national military capabili‐
ties. Yet, scarcity of resources requires a common
European planning of capabilities. You save better
if you save together.

States suggests this assessment; three are not too
few either since they are not in danger to raise sus‐
picion of an exclusive bilateralism; last, but not
least, the Weimar triangle has been and still is an
important symbol of the post‐coldwar re‐organisa‐
tion of the European order. The Weimar triangle
brings together three countries with complemen‐
tary visions towards European integration but diﬀe‐
rent approaches with regard to practical steps.
Military cooperation has been already in place on
a bilateral basis. Now, a trilateral EU Battle Group
(Weimar BG) is foreseen in 2013. Cooperation
beyond this Weimar BG on a bilateral or trilateral
scale has so far been hampered by diﬀerent strate‐
gic cultures and heterogeneous strategies for the
defence industrial base. Whilst diﬀering national
orientations in industrial matters will persist for
some time intensiﬁed military cooperation would
be a powerful signal of political and practical inte‐
gration.

A word of caution, however: Armed forces have
their histories and traditions; they are still symbols
of national identity. Any “European” eﬀort needs
to recognize that. There should be no illusion of a
reconstruction of European forces or even a Euro‐
pean Army from zero. Instead, building on existing
assets, structures and capabilities is required. The
situation is similar in the industrial sphere, in par‐
ticular regarding the armaments industries. Just as
an EU army will not be put together without res‐
pecting the existing national elements, a European
armaments industry will not consolidate from a
theoretical blueprint of an eﬃcient, wasteless and
A nucleus for such permanent, well‐structured and premeditated‐division‐oﬂabour industrial complex.
practical cooperation can be the Weimar context. It can only be approximated by an arduous process
It may serve – if some conditions are met – as an of adapting to the challenges of the era – in our
example of how smaller groups can open the way case the era of ﬁscal constraints and austerity.
to broader EU eﬀorts encompassing more Member
States than just the avant‐garde: three countries Therefore, we ask the question how to react to the
are not too many to work on common projects – European Imperative in times of austerity? This
experience with the eﬀorts of 26 EDA Member study takes a practical approach, characterized by
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a degree of realism and is based on existing
concepts and already established forms of coope‐
ration – cooperation that entails options to go fur‐
ther and gradually to extend the reach and the
beneﬁts of close cooperation. Thus, we have cho‐
sen one example of such cooperative projects for
each of the timelines of ambition: a short‐term op‐
tion (about a 2‐year plus horizon) “Permanent and
Pooled Battlegroup Capabilities”, a mediumterm
option (roughly 5 to 10 years horizon) “Towards a
Common UAV Platform for Civil and Military Moni‐
toring”, and a long‐term option (10 to 20 years) “In‐
dustrial Cooperation on Protected and Armoured

Vehicles”. In all three cases, however, the time to
decide and act is now – not later. We will analyse
the selected three individual cases, explore a pos‐
sible cooperation model, discuss and assess its po‐
tential beneﬁts and indicate, in our conclusions, the
necessary courses of action.
The detailed discussion of the three proposals will‐
reveal that they all have an important civilian di‐
mension: defence cooperation as suggested here is
part of and contributes to the wider foreign and se‐
curity policies of the Weimar partners and the Eu‐
ropean Union at large.
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The Short Term Cooperation Case: Reviving the EU
Battle Group
Concept – Towards Permanent Weimar Capabilities
Given scarce ﬁnancial resources and a compelling
need to do away with costly duplications of capa‐
bili¬ties in the Member States' militaries, the idea
of EU Battle Groups (BG) is more important than it
is usually acknowledged. Though several BGs have
been estab¬lished from scratch ‐ for instance the
Nordic Battle Group under Swedish command, the
HELBROC Battle Group commanded by Greece, or
the Czech‐Slovak BG ‐ this eﬀort may be lost if there
is no continuity in cooperation and no institutional
memory is allowed to develop. In times of cuts in
defence budgets and increasing pressure to maxi‐
mize the utility of existing capabilities, the EU can‐
not aﬀord to lose either the experience or the
potential of BG‐focused cooperation. Thus, not
only has the EU to revise scenarios for BG engage‐
ment to empower CSDP with credible and ac¬ces‐
sible assets, but also ‐ and maybe even more
impor¬tantly ‐ it has to exploit the potential of BGs
as the enabler of capability‐oriented cooperation
amongst EU Member States.
Already in 2006 the Weimar states declared will¬in‐
gness to jointly contribute to the BG system by a
"Weimar Battle Group". The Battle Group, which
will enter standby in 2013, is the ﬁrst common mi‐
litary endeavour of France, Germany and Poland of
this size. All three countries have already taken part
in EU BGs, most notably Germany and Poland,
which provided the back bone of the Polish‐Ger‐
man‐Lithuanian‐Latvian‐Slovak Battle Group in
2010. France has con¬tributed to several Battle
Groups as well. Therefore, all three partners have
gathered signiﬁcant experience with regard to this
particular type of capability. The initiative to create
a Polish‐German‐French Battle Group was accom‐
panied by a discussion whether the concept of BGs
could be enhanced. The idea has been, that the BG

could evolve into a standing, larger and more ﬂexi‐
ble force, comprising both military and civilian ca‐
pabilities. Nicknamed by some "BG plus", the
concept has unfortunately not been implemented
so. Yet, it does have signiﬁcant potential to both re‐
vive the system of Battle Groups, which suﬀers
from rou¬tine and apparent operational irrele‐
vance, and boost Member States capability‐orien‐
ted cooperation. It is worth, re‐considering it
seriously.
The Weimar states should declare that the prepa‐
red Battle Group would be gradually transformed
into a standing "BG plus" and become a hub for
their coop¬eration in the capability domain. Assu‐
ming that the novel BG is both permanent and bee‐
fed‐up with fur¬ther military and civilian
capabilities, a number of opportunities to initiate
capability‐oriented projects would clearly appear.
A standing multinational force would require from
all three states a joint eﬀort with regard to at least
logistics, medical support, and the command and
control system. Within these capability areas mul‐
tiple projects of diﬀerent character could be under‐
taken. The ﬁrst two initiatives build on the already
agreed role specialization within the Group. Hence,
they would conform with pooling and sharing pro‐
posals discussed within the Ghent initiative.
As Germany is the most likely leader with regard to
deployable logistics for the planned BG, some
addi¬tional national elements might be pooled
around a German‐provided framework. Those
could involve, for instance, means of in‐theatre,
non‐combat transport, both land and air. This way
a common deployable logistics capability could be
established. Not only could it be used when the BG
itself is activated, but it could also be deployed, if
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they all agree, independ¬ently of the Weimar BG.
In such crisis management operations, which par‐
ticularly require logistical sup¬port (e.g. evacuation
missions), the joint capability could ‐ at some point
in the future ‐ become a Wei¬mar‐provided nu‐
cleus of a standing deployable logis¬tics support for
CSDP operations. Other Member States could join
or copy such a scheme.

process requiring new procurement; though it
could be facilitated by turning to Commer¬cial and
Military Oﬀ‐The‐Shelf (COTS/MOTS) solutions and
assuring modularity. Elements of C3 national sys‐
tems could be upgraded to be capable of plugging‐
¬in to the common C3 architecture of the "BG
plus". Eventually, such capability would surely allow
greater operational eﬃciency than using three pa‐
rallel sys¬tems, as it is the case in the current Battle
France will most likely take responsibility for Groups.
medi¬cal support in the Weimar Battle Group. Such
stand¬ing joint capability could be developed as All proposed capability projects could be ﬁnanced
the next step of the Weimar trio cooperation. Up‐ from a common budget, agreed on an intergo‐
graded by adding e.g. a common ﬁeld hospital or vern¬mental level, according to the level of ambi‐
MEDEVAC capacity, such capability could also be tion ex¬pressed by the Weimar trio. To be
used as a sup¬port element for both, operations in‐ eventually devel¬oped, such capabilities would de‐
volving the BG and other CSDP missions of non‐ ﬁnitely require stable ﬁnancing to be implemented,
combat character (e.g. humanitarian relief and an honest approach of all Weimar partners,
operations or rescue missions). Both joint capabili‐ which have to acknowledge the need to take on an
ties ‐ the logistics and the medical support ‐ could equitable burden in the initia¬tive.
include a signiﬁcant number of civil¬ian elements
and could be designed to allow their use also for ci‐ Initiating capability‐oriented cooperation of the
vilian CSDP operations. It would allow their use in Weimar states and focusing it around the imple‐
case of operations requiring neither the use of men¬tation of the "Battle Group plus" concept of‐
force nor the deployment of the BG. The non‐mili‐ fers tan¬gible advantages. The key beneﬁt may be
tary character of deployed assets could make go‐ the value of Weimar cooperation as a role model
vernments and public opinion more willing to for developing capability‐oriented cooperation in
accept the engage¬ment. Finally, using such civilian the EU and moving forward with pooling and sha‐
or civilian‐military assets would require a Weimar ring. Member States, that engaged or plan to en‐
agreement on the rules of providing such assis‐ gage in Battle Groups sys¬tem may copy Weimar
tance in combat and non‐com¬bat conditions.
initiatives and e.g. establish further standing capa‐
bilities, particularly within the domains of deploya‐
The third capability area, the C3 (command, control ble logistics, maintenance and support, engineering
and communications) system of the Weimar BG will or medical support. If such a process started it
probably not beneﬁt from a lead nation but will would underpin CSDP with a whole
have to be tackled in a cooperative form. The Mem‐ array of shared capabilities, which could be easier
ber States would envisage employing some com‐ to use for operations, both civilian and military.
mon hardware elements, which would further Thus, Weimar cooperation oriented at developing
increase interoperabil¬ity and strengthen the bat‐ and im¬plementing the "BG plus" concept could be
tleﬁeld awareness at all levels, from individual units an inspira¬tion and a guidance for the entire EU.
to the force‐ and opera¬tions headquarters. The
aim of the Weimar trio could be to move on with What may help Weimar to draw attention of the
integrating common elements in existent systems Member States to its cooperation is a current drive
and gradually build a uniﬁed C3 architecture for the within the EU to establish regional defence co‐
"BG plus". Doubtlessly, this would be a step‐by‐step opera¬tion initiatives, which would save money
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through creating joint capabilities and role specia‐
lization. Further, there is a broad interest in detai‐
ling the Ghent initiative on pooling and sharing to
make it ripe enough to be implemented. Last but
not least, the discussion on Battle Groups ‐ though
inconclusive so far ‐ is sustained on the agenda of
some Member States which believe that the cur‐
rent system has to be altered. The Weimar trio also
reveals some coherence with regards to preferred
direction of developing EU's CSDP (it is best epito‐
mized by the joint initiative to establish Brussels‐
based EU Operational Headquarters). Poland is

now seeking a more prominent role in CSDP, follo‐
wing re‐orientation of its security policy more to‐
wards European pillar. Germany may be interested
in developing a comprehensive civ‐mil tool, which
would be easier to deploy than a "classic", combat‐
oriented Battle Group; an attractive option given
the country's reluctance to engage militarily. Finally
France, which has been criticized for some time
now for its exclusive military cooperation deal with
the United Kingdom, may be willing to show that it
is still committed to the idea of I'Europe de la de‐
fense, which it once heavily endorsed.
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The Mid Term Cooperation Case:
Towards a Common MALE UAV Platform for Civil
and Military Monitoring
There is a general trend in the evolution of military
technology towards more automatic and autono‐
mous operations. UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles)
are not yet there. Whilst they are for the time being
remotely piloted in most they can only be used in
restricted and cleared airspace with given air su‐
periority. Dedicated UAVs deal with monitoring and
surveillance in mis¬sions where long endurance is
needed for recurring duties. Depending on their
size and capabilities UAV systems (platform, ground
control station, sensor analysis) can be less expen‐
sive than piloted platforms. Due to the necessary
data control links they ﬂy much slower and are wi‐
dely unprotected against surface‐ or air‐to‐air at‐
tacks.
Because of the lessons learnt in the Kosovo
opera¬tion and an increasing and asymmetric mi‐
litary en¬gagement in Afghanistan, some EU mem‐
ber states have procured MOTS UAV platforms in
small numbers to support reconnaissance and sur‐
veillance for large areas of operation. Besides small
tactical UAV plat¬forms, the predominant type
used in these speciﬁc conﬂict scenarios (low‐ to
mid‐intensity counterinsur‐gency) is called MALE
UAV (Medium Altitude, Long Endurance). They are
characterized by velocities below 800 km/h, a pay‐
load between 150 and 1500 kg, a cruis¬ing altitude
of around 10 to 20 km and a typical in¬area opera‐
tion time of 24 to 36 hours. While the U.S. have al‐
ready armed such platforms (i.e. Predator B) with
missiles or smart bombs, European armed forces,
in particular France and Germany, have only used
MALE UAVs as intelligence gathering platforms.
How¬ever, both armed forces consider procuring
armed‐capable platforms in the future, too.

big¬ger size, therefore heavier and more costly,
MALE UAVs for purely reconnaissance missions are
not only cheaper but capable of conducting both
civil and mili¬tary operations. With more ﬂexible
platforms procure¬ment lots increase and the price
per unit decreases. However, the trend of uncoor‐
dinated procurement of MALE UAVs for military
purpose amongst EU member states continues
with the orders of second generation interim solu‐
tions and several development programs in Europe.
In the heavy MALE UAV domain a joint
develop¬ment program between France and the
U.K. (Dassault and BAE will propose a common so‐
lution) as envis¬aged by the Franco‐British defence
cooperation agree¬ment of 2010 reduces the like‐
lihood of success for the EADS Talarion program,
initially supported by Ger¬many, France, and Spain.
While using interim solu¬tions from IAI (France:
Harfang and a solution based on Heront TP for the
2nd generation interim solutions, Germany: Heron)
and General Atomics (U.K.: Predator B) at the mo‐
ment, a common platform on a mid‐term time‐
frame is unlikely due to diﬀering strategic and
industrial interests of EU member states.

In the domain of unarmed smaller MALE UAV
plat¬forms a diﬀerent picture can be drawn. At the
time being, the market for UAVs is essentially mili‐
tary; however, civilian demand in the ﬁeld of secu‐
rity is expected to grow over the coming years.
Missions in the area of security require similar func‐
tions as those in the area of defence. Sensors in the
infrared or visi¬ble spectrum can be used to detect
ﬁre outbreak, to monitor agricultural productions
and to observe ma¬jor public events. Radar sensors
are capable to detect moving objects and can be
While armed MALE UAVs are to some extent of used for border and mari¬time security. However,
8
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military, and even more so, security applications of
UAVs require ﬂight certiﬁca¬tion for regulated airs‐
pace on a European scale, repre¬senting a key re‐
gulatory challenge.

ter‐insurgency approach, and crisis management
operations as envisaged by the EU, MALE UAVS
have a broader spectrum of applications that calls
for an inexpensive ﬂexible platform and func¬tional
modularity of plug‐ins for both, civilian and military
As UAVs are modular systems (platforms, sensor applications.
packages, communication links for ﬂight control
and data transmission, a ground station and analy‐ Recently we have witnessed several (military)
sis work¬stations), a variety of cooperation models multi¬lateral procurement programs with overam‐
from devel¬opment over procurement to opera‐ bitious requirements which have ultimately led to
tion and servicing are possible. The modularity ap‐ incom¬patible national versions of equipment. It is,
proach enables even those EU member states with therefore, indispensible to have a sound deﬁnition
little but specialized industrial or SME capabilities of require¬ments and a commitment to avoid over‐
to contribute to the overall system. However, the charging tech‐nological projects. The Weimar fra‐
multiple developments of platforms in Europe mework can oﬀer a political forum where core
would gobble up vast ﬁnancial and industrial re‐ interests of member states meet wider European
sources that cannot be recovered by European de‐ acceptance to later joining such a program. The Eu‐
mand. Global export is not likely to help because ropean Defence Agency (EDA) can hold the institu‐
multiple European platforms would compete tional framework where France, Po¬land, and
against each.
Germany initiate a joint technology project (Cate‐
gory B project; opt‐in procedure). It must be the
It remains a political decision to steer research and aim of such an endeavour to be able to choose
technology development for a dual‐use capable from demonstrators developed under a tendering
MALE UAV platform towards a joint endeavour proce¬dure co‐funded by industry and participating
amongst EU member states. Considering the exis‐ states in the EDA project. It is obvious that such a
tence of several COTS and MOTS solutions from platform needs to provide open architecture inter‐
non‐EU countries, a European program must not faces for modules (sensor packages etc) in order to
need to be justiﬁed by reasons of technological in‐ give Euro¬pean customers the choice of compo‐
dependence alone but also by required capabilities, nents they want to plug on to. Through the Weimar
interoperability considera¬tions, and future inte‐ framework, a po¬litical dialogue can be initiated
gration of UAVs in regulated air space. Beyond the with an option to also develop a common industry
special case of Afghanistan, and the Western coun‐ policy in the UAV sector.
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The Long-Term Cooperation Case:
Industrial Cooperation on Armoured Vehicles
Main Battle Tanks (MBTs) have for decades been
the strongest symbols of land forces ﬁrepower and
remain in the arsenal of Poland, France, and Ger‐
many. Their relative signiﬁcance, however, has
sharply dimin¬ished. While 20 years ago the Ger‐
man Army alone operated more than 4000 Leopard
I and Leopard II tanks today only a fraction of less
than 10 per cent is left. A similar situation is found
in France and Poland. No new acquisitions are plan‐
ned ‐ only some mod¬ernization of existing systems
is foreseen. Other, lighter armoured or protected
vehicles are a diﬀerent matter, though. Armoured
ﬁghting vehicles (AFVs) are in greater demand. Ger‐
many will procure PUMA, France has developed
the VCBI, Poland intends to replace the post‐Soviet
BMP‐1 with a new AFV, possibly provided by natio‐
nal industry alone, or in cooperation with interna‐
tional partners. The envisioned numbers, however,
are much smaller than during the Cold War. Still, in‐
dustry is active in promoting its capacity to deliver
up‐to‐date technology for vehicles that provide a
wide spectrum of protection for transport and
ﬁght¬ing purposes. For example, the two major
German companies in this area, KMW and Rhein‐
metall, oﬀer a range of protected vehicles reaching
from modernized versions of the Leopard II tank
and the heavily pro¬tected PUMA AFV down to
lighter vehicles like Boxer or Dingo.

and armoured vehicles. With the exception of the
Leopard II, which is part of the army arsenals in all
of the abovementioned countries except France
and UK, the main procurement feature everywhere
is still to buy predominantly national. A mixture of
security of supply considerations, argu¬ments of
preserving national technological and indus¬trial
capacities, and feelings of military tradition, style
and culture is conducive to keeping cross‐border
pro¬curement or extensive cooperation projects at
a minimum.

A major economic drawback of this situation is the
fact that the multiplicity of systems complicates
ex¬port eﬀorts. Again with the exception of MBTs
lighter protected vehicles are seldom crossing na‐
tional bor¬ders. Were it not for urgent operational
needs in spe¬ciﬁc actual combat zones Germany,
for example, would hardly have considered buying
from Swedish (Bv 206) and Swiss (Eagle IV, Yak) pro‐
viders. (Poland has, however, decided against na‐
tional lobbies and is procuring Finnish 8x8 APCs,
which are though pro¬duced under license in Po‐
land). The other eﬀect of the multiplicity is the en‐
ormous burden on the allied logistical systems:
every type of protected or armoured vehicles
needs its own supporting line of spare parts, main‐
tenance procedures and training. Multinational
contingents in operations can rarely help each
An early EDA analysis in 2005 identiﬁed, at that other out on such needs.
time, 23 diﬀerent armoured or protected vehicle
pro¬jects in its 26 Member States ‐ an example of What could be a long‐term cooperation model for
the mar¬ket and demand fragmentation that does the industrial structures in the AV/PV area? The
not allow for an eﬃcient use of European develop‐ case seems clear: There needs to be cross‐border
ment and production capacities. In addition, de‐ consolida¬tion ‐ in the demand sphere under the
mand fragmen¬tation meets with fragmentation of control of the military establishments, in the supply
the supply side: in France, UK, Sweden, Finland, Po‐ sphere under the control of industry itself. As to the
land, Germany, Italy, Spain, Austria and Switzerland latter, an all‐European view of the required capaci‐
one would ﬁnd re¬search, technology, develop‐ ties needs to develop. European industry does have
ment, and manufacturing capacities for protected an excellent position in the global market, but there
10
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are too many players competing for national funds
and export mar¬kets. Production lots are too small
to sustain all exist¬ing capacities. NEXTER, Rhein‐
metall, KMW, and Bu‐mar are currently working on
state‐of‐the‐art AFVs and APCs, all based on natio‐
nal requirements. Only BOXER is a bi‐national pro‐
ject (Germany and the Nether¬lands ‐ after French
and British retreat from the pro¬gramme). Num‐
bers are in the hundreds, no longer in thousands.
Exports will ﬁght each other, producing few win‐
ners, more losers and might also include un¬wan‐
ted technology transfer. Long‐term industrial
interest should recognize that in 10 years from now
austerity defence budgets of most European coun‐
tries will not allow sustaining the fragmented sup‐
ply land¬scape. Thus, the question arises whether
the demand side ‐ governments and their require‐
ments ‐ can help.
Here, the easiest and obvious way forward would
be to establish common multinational pro‐
grammes. Recent historical examples of such de‐
mand consolida¬tion are spectacularly visible in the
area of combat and transport aircraft: Euroﬁghter,
NH 90, Tiger, A400M. These projects have all hel‐
ped to build up transnational industrial capacities
and a strong Euro¬pean network of intra‐commu‐
nity transfers in re¬search, development and pro‐
duction ‐ not, unfortu¬nately, in logistics and
training ‐ of sophisticated and up‐to‐date systems.
There is, however, a marked diﬀer¬ence with re‐
gard to the situation in the area of land systems, in
particular protected and armoured vehi¬cles: a
huge increase in industrial capacities has ac¬com‐
panied the realization of those ﬂying systems whe‐
reas land system capacities had gradually to be
built down over a period of 20 to 30 years. This is
mainly due to the relative decrease of the impor‐
tance of armoured vehicles in the post‐cold‐war mi‐
litary environment. But today, the situation is
changing again. All land forces need to adapt to the
new chal¬lenges of preparing for non‐conventional,
asymmetri¬cal warfare and the needs of stabiliza‐
tion operations where lighter and air‐transportable
systems will repre¬sent a new balance between ﬁ‐

repower and protection.
What does this mean for the industrial landscape
in France, Germany and Poland? In a mid‐ and long‐
term perspective the industrial players in those
countries need to cooperate much more closely
lest competition destroy parts of this industry in an
unforeseeable way. In dialogue with ‐ not under the
control of ‐ govern‐ments in Paris, Berlin and War‐
saw the technological and market potentials of the
"core of four" (Nexter, KMW, Rheinmetall and
Bumar), but also of a few smal¬ler companies like
Panhard, Renault Trucks and WZM Siemanowice,
should be analysed, compared and re¬balanced
with a view to maximizing the sustainable industrial
potential and its future geographical distri¬bution.
The leading idea is to strengthen the strengths and
cut the weaker parts: to make the ensemble of this
sector of the European Defence Technological and
Industrial Base (EDTIB) more eﬃcient, e.g. by sha‐
ring test and evaluation installations, establishing
single sources for maintenance and training, or
coordinating procurement cycles. As to this last
example: Such coordination may well start with a
multinationally negotiated plan to share the ﬁrst
lot of a new system in order to create favourable
conditions for early par¬allel (or even simulta‐
neous) tactical and logistical training, preferably in
jointly funded and jointly run training facilities. In
addition, coordinating procurement cycles could be
exploited for helping out each other in cases of ur‐
gent operational needs of one of the partners.
What are the general strengths and weaknesses of
such cooperation? If a new distribution of speciali‐
zed capacities, based on a coordinated vision of the
num¬ber and kind of protected or armoured vehi‐
cles of the next generation can be negotiated eco‐
nomies of scale can ﬁnally be realized.
Interoperability through com¬monality in platforms
or sub‐systems would increase and options for a
common, non‐fratricidal export policy would open
up. The inherent weakness, how¬ever, would be
the decline of intra‐European com¬petition, i.e. the loss
of a cost‐reducing mechanism by which governments
11
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hope to achieve best value for money. Traditional
sovereignty ("we can do it alone") would partially
be sacriﬁced for a rise in interdepend¬ence, a
trade‐oﬀ that is viewed by many as a dangerous
restriction of national freedom of decision. At the
same time, though, pursuing industrial specializa‐
tion oﬀers the option of an intensiﬁed dialogue bet‐
ween governments and industry at the European

level. It is, after all, in line with the already existing
and, even more, the proclaimed specialization of
military capa¬bilities. This trend could prevent all
governments from sliding down the road towards
creating bonsai‐style armed forces and from remai‐
ning vulnerable to the threat of continuing natio‐
nalistic industrial poli¬cies, still wide‐spread and
ignoring the chances of cooperation.
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Conclusion
The Weimar Group of EU Member States is called
to proceed on the avenue towards structured co‐
opera¬tion and to exploit possibilities to pool ca‐
pabilities. It has the potential of acting as an
avant‐garde of shared projects ranging from ope‐
rational capacities to Re¬search and Technology de‐
velopments to industrial coordination. We have,
therefore, selected areas of common interest that
do not start from revolutionary novel ideas, but ra‐
ther take existing initiatives as a basis for extending
their cooperative scope. With this pragmatic ratio‐
nale in mind we oﬀer the following three cases for
consideration and action of the Wei¬mar nations.
Case I
Reviving the EU Battle Group Concept ‐Towards
Permanent Weimar Capabilities
The political impetus of the Weimar cooperation
should be supported by a small Secretariat ‐ not
nec¬essarily with many physical meetings ‐ that
prepares higher‐level decisions based on proposals
from a tri¬lateral group of civilian and military
background. A ﬁrst proposal is, as explained in Sec‐
tion II of this pa¬per, to turn the scheduled Weimar
Battlegroup step‐by‐step into an example of poo‐
ling much needed re¬sources in support of military
and civilian operations under CFSP. Main areas of
common eﬀort are deploy‐able logistics, medical
capacities, and the C3 system. With such a perma‐
nent capability pool a wide range of not only mili‐
tary tasks can be fulﬁlled, the usability of the
Weimar Battlegroup enhanced and the Battle‐
group concept legitimately sustained.
Case II
Towards a Common MALE UAV Platform for Civil
and Military Monitoring
The Weimar countries should introduce a common R&T
proposal in the EDA portfolio. It would be a tri¬lateral
ad‐hoc‐project of Category B where scope and condi‐
tions of the project are determined by the con¬tributing
Member States France, Poland and Germany.

The project aims at a feasibility study and technology
demonstration of a common surveillance UAV
plat¬form that does not compete with the US Preda‐
tor/ Reaper armed UAV system nor with the heavier
Tala‐rion concept of EADS nor with the UK‐FR UAV
tech¬nology program (TELEMOS). Rather, it is inten‐
ded to be smaller, cheaper and open for diﬀerent pay‐
loads of modular sub‐systems. From the beginning it
is designed to be operated in regulated airspace and
oﬀering civilian and military applications alike.
Case III
Industrial Cooperation on Armoured Vehicles
The Weimar governments should ‐ supported by
the Polish Presidency remit ‐ propose the establish‐
ment of an "AV Strategic Coordination Group". It
would be managed by the European Defence
Agency as a three‐party ad‐hoc‐project in the exis‐
ting framework of its eﬀorts to promote a viable
EDTIB for the long term. The speciﬁc task of the
Group would be two‐fold:
First, an EDA‐managed ad‐hoc‐project on the fu‐
ture of Armoured and Protected Vehicles should
have an R+T focus less on possible platforms, but
rather on common components and sub‐systems.
The Weimar countries would concentrate on pos‐
sibilities for bun¬dling (or "pooling") their demand
for the 2020 to 2030 timeframe. Such classical R+T
eﬀort (which may well include robotic platforms or
systems) would be open for dialogue with and par‐
ticipation of additional EDA Member States as soon
as the three avant‐garde ad‐hoc‐project partici‐
pants France, Poland and Ger¬many see ﬁt.
Second, the Coordination Group should deal with
the long‐term objective of formulating an "Armou‐
red Vehicles Industrial Headline Goal 2030". This
eﬀort should include all interested EDA Member
States, beneﬁt from the ad‐hoc‐project of the Wei‐
mar countries and assemble around the table In‐
dustry (individual companies as well as
associations), EU Commission, governments and
some knowledgeable consultants.
13
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IRIS was established in 1991 as a result of a private initiative. Despite a strongly compartmentalized domestic
environment, IRIS has progressively established itself as a leading actor in international and strategic studies
among various French think tanks.
IRIS was created with three fundamental objectives in mind:
> to contribute to the research and debate on international and strategic matters by oﬀering an original and
innovative approach on national and international issues;
> to create a truly independent center of expertise;
> to create a space for dialogue and reﬂection between the strategic actors and specialists from diﬀerent
professional and philosophical backgrounds : politicians, government oﬃcials, industry and military leaders,
experts and academics.
IRIS focuses primarily on issues relating to foreign policy, strategic policy, security and defense. As an inde‐
pendent and non‐partisan center of expertise, IRIS's team of specialists, extensive networks, and high‐quality
analysis make the institution both a strong corporate partner for international business development and a
reliable contact for public institutions. Through numerous exchanges with foreign research centers and with
the political, economic and diplomatic circles, IRIS has developed a network of specialists around the world,
permitting the institution to broaden and improve its range of activities as well as its audience, helping it to
become a true "think tank".
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